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Elegantly served and presented in style – shapely 
and individual stands make a perfect solution for 
numerous applications. The classic mini format 
etageres effectively present petit fours, desserts,  
chocolates or other delicacies. Matt black plates 
made of high-quality stoneware combined with 
hammered and highly polished stainless steel – 
a fascinating contrast, manufactured by handicraft!

Etagere

DESIGN

Oliver Zieher

“Loop” – precious bowl or artful sculpture? 
Twisted and entwined tails, hammered stainless 
steel on a base of black marble and the 
imposing height of almost 70 cm will leave a 
lasting impression. Whether containing fruit 
or by itself, the effect is guaranteed. These 
elaborately handcrafted, unique items will 
capture the eye from every angle.
The asymmetrical shape and the irregular 
structure of the highly polished surface 
generate fascinating reflections and exciting 
light effects.

Bowl Loop
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MONUMENTAL
ELEGANCE

height
width
tiers
tier distance
diameter plates
colour plates

PU
EAN

2106.04PB
29 cm
12.5 cm
4
5.5 cm
10.5 cm
black, matt

1 set (6 parts)
4023174213126
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width
depth
height
weight

PU
EAN

2109.PB
39 cm
19 cm
67 cm
9.52 kg

1 piece
4023174212495

gift box
page 51; 
Selection main catalogue

gift box
page 51; 
Selection main catalogue

Loop

bowl

2109.PB№

with ceramic plates

2106.04PB№

delivery contains
1 etagere
5 ceramic plates 
(incl. replacement plate)

etagere



PEARLS OF THE 
SOUTH SEAS

Like a shell hiding a pearl, the porcelain miniature 
“Cave” conceals precious delicacies within its 
hard outside. The porcelain object at first sight 
only partially reveals what it hides inside. “Cave” 
consists of intricately worked hard porcelain and 
captures by its soft shape and the velvety haptics 
of the unglazed outside. You cannot help but 
touch this small cave-shaped bowl. Like a palm 
stone made from white gold, it combines a soft 
look and feel with delicious content.

Bowl Cave

DESIGN

Wilma Greim

Cave Donna

bowl glass pillow
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gift box
page 51; 
Selection main catalogue

gift box
page 51; 
Selection main catalogue

4375.01PB№

diameter
height
diameter opening

PU
EAN

4375.01PB
approx. 11 cm
7 cm
approx. 8 cm

1 piece
4023174212907

PILLOWED 
ON GLASS

These elegant glass pillows, modelled after 
the curved back of a woman, certainly are 
not suitable for a good night’s sleep. The 
new variant of the “Donna” pillow is crafted 
from frosted glass that in spite of its hard 
and solid material surprises with its 
pleasantly soft and velvety feel. The 
organic shape of these extraordinary 
pieces offers an ideal presentation area 
for sophisticated dishes or a fancy place 
to keep all sorts of small objects of everyday 
life. Even when in use as a soap dish, the 
pillow cuts a fine figure. “Donna” in a larger, 
hard porcelain version is also available in the 
Selection main catalogue on page 19.

Donna

DESIGN

Wilma Greim

5446.01PB№

length
width
height

PU
EAN

5446.01PB
16.5 cm
11 cm
3 cm

1 piece
4023174212877



Honey spoon Cuspis
A honey spoon of a somewhat different kind. In elaborate handi-
craft the glass ball has been studded with spikes that hold on to 
the honey and, when softly turned, apply it to either a slice of 
fresh bread or a cup of tea in a dripless manner. The tapering 
handle made of white borosilicate glass can also be used as a 
skewer - for an extravagant presentation of dishes. A fitting tray 
made of black glass keeps the table surface clean and 
accentuates the spoon by creating an appealing contrast.

DESIGN

Michael Schwarzmüller

gift box
page 51; 
Selection main catalogue

gift box
page 51; 
Selection main catalogue

with tray made of black glass with porcelain coaster

honey spoon cloche

delivery contains
1 honey spoon
1 glass tray

diameter spoon end
total length spoon
length tray
width tray

PU
EAN

4944.PB
approx. 2.3 cm
16 cm
11.5 cm
5.5 cm
 

1 set (2 parts)
4023174213119

6 7

4944.PB№

delivery contains
1 cloche
1 porcelain coaster

diameter cloche 
height cloche
diameter coaster
height coaster

PU
EAN

4943.08PB
8.5 cm
12.5 cm
9 cm
3 cm

1 set (2 parts)
4023174213133

4943.10PB
10.5 cm
14.5 cm
11.5 cm
3.5 cm

1 set (2 parts)
4023174213140

PLUG & PLAY

THE ACORN NEVER 
FALLS FAR FROM 
THE TREE

DESIGN

Michael Schwarzmüller

The acorn gave the inspiration for the sha-
ping of the filigree borosilicate cloches with 
their fitting porcelain coasters. The ball-sha-
ped handle at the tip of the cloches is stud-
ded with delicate glass spikes and allows for 
an uncomplicated handling of these classy 
covers. The unglazed outside of the 
porcelain bowls with its distinctive texture 

Cloche Cuspis
is reminiscent of acorn caps. The coaster 
can be used on both sides. When used 
as a plateau plate, the dishes move closer 
to the guest. Used as a bowl, it offers space 
for gravies, sauces and more while the 
filigree glass cloche protects the presented 
delicacies and puts them in the limelight at 
the same time.
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